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Abstract We investigate the potential role of icebergs in

the 8.2 ka climate event, using a coupled climate model

equipped with an iceberg component. First, we evaluate the

effect of a large iceberg discharge originating from the

decaying Laurentide ice sheet on ocean circulation, com-

pared to a release of an identical volume of freshwater

alone. Our results show that, on top of the freshwater

effect, a large iceberg discharge facilitates sea-ice growth

as a result of lower sea-surface temperatures induced by

latent heat of melting. This causes an 8% increased sea-ice

cover, 5% stronger reduction in North Atlantic Deep Water

production and 1�C lower temperature in Greenland. Sec-

ond, we use the model to investigate the effect of a

hypothetical two-stage lake drainage, which is suggested

by several investigators to have triggered the 8.2 ka cli-

mate event. To account for the final collapse of the ice-dam

holding the Laurentide Lakes we accompany the secondary

freshwater pulse in one scenario with a fast 5-year iceberg

discharge and in a second scenario with a slow 100-year

iceberg discharge. Our experiments show that a two-stage

lake drainage accompanied by the collapsing ice-dam

could explain the anomalies observed around the 8.2 ka

climate event in various climate records. In addition, they

advocate a potential role for icebergs in the 8.2 ka climate

event and illustrate the importance of latent heat of melting

in the simulation of climate events that involve icebergs.

Our two-stage lake drainage experiments provide a

framework in the discussion of two-stage lake drainage and

ice sheet collapse.

Keywords 8.2 ka event � Climate modeling � Icebergs �
Laurentide ice sheet � Hudson Strait � Holocene �
Heinrich events

1 Introduction

The 8.2 ka climate event is a 160-year cold and dry period

centered around 8,200 years ago in the Greenland ice core

records where it is the most pronounced Holocene climate

event (Alley et al. 1997). Outside of Greenland, the 8.2 ka

climate event is recorded in a large number of proxy

archives in the North Atlantic area and in areas influenced

by monsoons (Alley and Ágústdóttir 2005; Rohling and

Pälike 2005; Wiersma and Renssen 2006).

The proposed cause of the event is the sudden drainage

of the Laurentide lakes (Lake Agassiz and Ojibway)

around 8,470 years BP through the Hudson Strait triggered

by the early Holocene decay of the remnants of the Lau-

rentide ice sheet (Barber et al. 1999). The resulting fresh-

ening of surface waters inhibited deep-water formation in

the North Atlantic Ocean, leading to a decrease in north-

ward oceanic heat transport and cooler conditions. Climate

model experiments successfully simulated such a mecha-

nism (e.g., Renssen et al. 2001, 2002; Bauer et al. 2004;

LeGrande et al. 2006; Wiersma et al. 2006).

Although the proposed mechanism of lake drainage is

consistent with many of the observed patterns (Alley and

Ágústdóttir 2005; Wiersma and Renssen 2006), the
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hypothesis is not without debate. For instance, the red clay-

layer in the Hudson Strait deposited by the lake outburst

(Kerwin 1996) was dated at 8470 ± 300 (1r) cal. year BP

(Barber et al. 1999), while the start of the climate event

was dated at 8,247 ± 47 cal. year BP in Greenland ice

cores (Thomas et al. 2007; Rasmussen et al. 2006). Thus,

although these events could coincide considering dating

uncertainties, the lake outburst possibly predates the start

of the event by more than 200 years. Another matter of

debate is that lake level reconstructions as well as the

sedimentological signature of the lake drainage suggest

that a single lake outburst could be an oversimplification,

and the lakes may have drained in two separate outbursts

(Teller et al. 2002; Hillaire-Marcel et al. 2007). This is also

suggested by the two-peaked nature of the event as sug-

gested by several high-resolution North Atlantic deep-sea

sediment cores (e.g., Ellison et al. 2006; Flesche-Kleiven

et al. 2008). In Ellison et al. (2006), additional support for a

two-stage drainage comes from two reconstructed periods

of surface ocean freshening which are separated by

200 years (Fig. 1): the first one correlated with the lake

outburst at 8,470 yr BP (Barber et al. 1999) and the second

one correlated with the cooling in Greenland.

In addition to the draining of the Laurentide Lakes,

freshwater could also have been supplied in the form of

icebergs by the decaying Laurentide ice sheet. After all, in

the period around the 8.2 ka climate event the ice-dam that

blocked the Laurentide Lakes (Fig. 2) disappeared fast,

according to reconstructions by Dyke (2004) within a

period of 200 years, and increased ice-rafted debris (IRD)

concentrations and iceberg scours suggest increased ice-

berg activity in this period (Bond et al. 1997, 2001; Moros

et al. 2004; Josenhans and Zevenhuizen 1990; Lajeunesse

and St-Onge 2008; Jakobsson 2008).

In a previous modeling study on the 8.2 ka climate

event, Wiersma et al. (2006) accounted for this additional

freshwater source in the form of icebergs by releasing

various volumes freshwater exceeding the estimated lake

volume of 1.63 9 1014 m3 (Leverington et al. 2002).

However, in that study, iceberg dynamics and thermo-

dynamics were not accounted for. Icebergs distribute

freshwater over large distances and influence the surface

ocean in two distinct ways: (1) they freshen the surface

water through melting and (2) they cool the ocean as latent

heat, which is required to melt the ice, is extracted from the

surrounding waters. Through these mechanisms they

facilitate the formation of sea-ice (Jongma et al. 2009),

which can affect deepwater formation in various ways.

In this study, we use the 8.2 ka event as a case study to

test the sensitivity of the early Holocene North Atlantic

ocean circulation to a perturbation by an iceberg discharge

released near the Hudson Strait outlet. For this purpose we

use the ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE coupled climate model

(Goosse and Fichefet 1999) equipped with a dynamical/

thermodynamical iceberg component (Jongma et al. 2009).

First, we evaluate the effect on ocean circulation of a

perturbation by a large iceberg discharge in comparison to

a perturbation by freshwater alone (Wiersma et al. 2006).

Second, we study the effect of a hypothetical two-stage

lake drainage with the second lake drainage accompanied

by an iceberg discharge representing the partial collapse of

the Laurentide ice sheet, using the following strategy: our

estimates of fresh water volumes (Teller et al. 2002), time-

interval between the two stages (Ellison et al. 2006), and

iceberg discharge volume (Dyke 2004) are consistent with

reconstructions. However, since there are large uncertain-

ties in the decay rate of the ice sheet, we experiment with a

fast (5-year) and a slow (100-year) collapse of the ice

sheet, the latter belonging to the lower range of decay rates

of this part of the ice-dam according to ice-sheet recon-

structions (Dyke 2004). This results in two separate

experiments, which are identical except for the duration of

the iceberg discharge representing the ice-sheet decay

accompanying the second lake drainage. The outcomes of

these hypothetical experiments are compared to indepen-

dent climate reconstructions (e.g., Ellison et al. 2006;
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Fig. 1 Inferred surface and deep ocean properties in core MD99-

2251 (Ellison et al. 2006) compared to the GISP2 ice core. a GISP2

temperature (d18Oice) record with a constant age offset of ?100 years

as applied by Ellison et al. (2006). b Faunal derived transfer function

estimates of summer SSTs in MD99-2251. c Inferred surface ocean

stable isotope composition (d18Oseawater) in MD99-2251. d Variations

in the mean size of the sortable silt as indicator of the near-bottom

flow speed. The diamond marks the estimated timing of the final lake

outburst at 8470 cal. ka BP (Barber et al. 1999) with 1r uncertainty

bars
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von Grafenstein et al. 1998; Risebrobakken et al. 2003), in

order to test whether a scenario of two-stage lake drainage

can explain climate anomalies around the 8.2 ka event.

Results from these experiments are meant to serve as a

framework in the discussion of a two-stage lake drainage

triggering the 8.2 ka climate event and climate anomalies

around it.

2 Methods

2.1 Climate model

ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE (version 3) is a global, three-

dimensional climate model of intermediate complexity

consisting of an atmospheric (ECBilt), sea-ice–ocean

(CLIO) and vegetation component (VECODE). CLIO

(Goosse and Fichefet 1999) is a primitive equation, free-

surface ocean general circulation model (OGCM) (Dele-

ersnijder and Campin 1995; Campin and Goosse 1999)

coupled to a comprehensive sea-ice model with a repre-

sentation of both thermodynamic and dynamic processes

(Fichefet and Morales Maqueda 1997; Goosse and Fichefet

1999). The horizontal resolution of CLIO is 3� longitude by

3� latitude and there are 20 unequally spaced vertical levels

in the ocean. ECBilt (Opsteegh et al. 1998) is a spectral

quasi-geostrophic atmospheric model with three levels and

a T-21 resolution (*5.6� lat. 9 5.68 lon.). The pre-indus-

trial overturning strength in CLIO in the North Atlantic of

*27 Sv is close to present day estimates of 23 ± 3 Sv

(Ganachaud and Wunsch 2000). VECODE (Brovkin et al.

2002) is a dynamic global vegetation model that simulates

dynamics of two main terrestrial plant functional types

(trees and grasses) as well as desert (bare soil). More

information about ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE and its clima-

tology can be found on the models’ website (http://www.

knmi.nl/onderzk/CKO/ecbilt.html).

2.2 Iceberg model

2.2.1 Iceberg dynamics

The dynamics and thermodynamics of our interactively

coupled iceberg module (Jongma et al. 2009) are based on

the iceberg-drift model described by Bigg et al. (1997) and

Gladstone et al. (2001). This model calculates the path of

an iceberg as a function of the Coriolis force, air drag,

water drag, sea-ice drag, horizontal pressure gradient force

and wave radiation force. The general drag relations and

the wave radiation force are according to Smith (1993).

Relevant forcing variables from the atmosphere- and ocean

model are linearly interpolated from the four neighboring

grid-corners.

In earlier studies (e.g., Watkins et al. 2007; Jongma et al.

2009), iceberg grounding is treated by fixing the icebergs

position when the iceberg enters a shallow grid cell, until it

melts enough to float again. In this study we introduce a

weak orthogonal repulsion (0.003 m/s) of icebergs that are

about to get grounded, to mimic tidal action. This almost

immobilizes the grounding icebergs, while allowing

changing winds and currents to move the icebergs to dee-

per waters.
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Fig. 2 Remnants of the

Laurentide ice sheet and

proglacial lakes Agassiz and

Ojibway at 7.7 14C ka BP

(*8.5 cal. ka BP), just before

the 8.2 ka climate event (Dyke

2004). The lakes have a

combined freshwater volume of

1.63 9 1014 m3. The ice-dam

(shaded part of the ice sheet),

that we calculated to contain at

least 1.0 9 1014 m3 of

freshwater equivalent ice, had

disappeared by 7.6 14C ka BP

(*8.4 cal. ka BP) (Dyke 2004).

Locations of sites and relevant

areas that will be discussed in

this paper (Figs. 8, 9) are also

indicated
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2.2.2 Iceberg thermodynamics

Iceberg melting is simplified to basal melt, lateral melt and

wave erosion (Bigg et al. 1997). Melting at the base occurs

through turbulent heat transfer as a function of the tem-

perature difference between iceberg (-4�C) and sur-

rounding water, and the relative motion of the water past

the iceberg that acts to carry heat to the berg (Weeks and

Campbell 1973). Melting along the sides occurs through

buoyant convection as a function of water temperature

(El-Tahan et al. 1987), and wave erosion as a function of

sea roughness (Bigg et al. 1997). To simulate a damping

effect of sea-ice on sea roughness we introduced a simple

dependence of sea roughness on sea-ice, proportional to the

fraction of open water in the sea-ice cover. The icebergs

roll over when the height of the iceberg is not stable with

its length (Weeks and Mellor 1978), but after rolling over

they remain tabular and maintain their constant length-to-

width ratio of 1.5:1.

The freshwater and latent heat flux associated with the

melting icebergs are fed back to the local grid-cell in the

ocean model. The heat involved in the phase-transition

from ice to water (3.34 9 105 J kg-1 at 0�C) is around 80

times higher than the heat involved in raising the temper-

ature of the same volume of water by 1�C. Given the large

iceberg discharges, the iceberg model was upgraded by

adding basal and lateral fluxes of freshwater and latent heat

to the respective ocean layer, instead of adding these fluxes

to the ocean surface (Jongma et al. 2009). Possible feed-

backs from the icebergs to the atmosphere, such as the

effect on winds, air humidity or surface albedo are not

taken into account. Given the observational uncertainties

and the limited model-resolution, the iceberg model cou-

pled to ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE simulates a reasonable

present-day iceberg distribution (Jongma et al. 2009).

However, please note that in our model icebergs enter the

Mediterranean Sea through a Gibraltar Straight that is

much larger than in reality.

2.3 Experimental setup

2.3.1 Model boundary conditions

The experiments were started from a quasi-equilibrium

early Holocene climate state identical to that described in

Wiersma et al. (2006). Atmospheric greenhouse gas con-

centrations (Raynaud et al. 2000) and orbital parameters

(Berger and Loutre 1991; Berger 1992) in the climate

model are set to 8.5 ka BP values. In addition we allowed

for a remnant Laurentide ice sheet by adjusting surface

albedo and elevation of the concerning grid-cells according

to the Peltier (1994) reconstruction. To represent the

background Laurentide ice sheet melting in the early

Holocene, we introduced a baseline flow (Bauer et al.

2004) of 0.172 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s) (Licciardi et al.

1999) into the Labrador Sea during the full course of the

experiments, starting 400 years before the perturbations.

This baseline flow leads to strongly reduced deep-water

formation in the Labrador Sea (Wiersma et al. 2006) in

agreement with proxy-data (Hillaire-Marcel et al. 2001). In

addition, the baseline flow results in reduced North Atlantic

overturning and a shallower NADW cell in the early

Holocene control climate, but overturning in the Nordic

Seas remains almost unaffected. In response to a freshwater

pulse representing the lake drainage causing the 8.2 ka

climate event, experiments with a baseline flow showed a

slower recovery of the overturning circulation than exper-

iments without a baseline flow (Wiersma et al. 2006).

2.3.2 Setup of the sensitivity experiment

In the early Holocene climate state we introduce an armada

of icebergs in the Labrador Sea with an ice volume of

1.77 9 1014 m3, equivalent to a freshwater volume of

1.63 9 1014 m3. This latter value is the estimated volume

of the Laurentide Lakes (Leverington et al. 2002), and is

identical to the volume of freshwater released in several

previous freshwater perturbation modeling studies of the

8.2 ka climate event (Bauer et al. 2004; LeGrande et al.

2006; Wiersma et al. 2006). The iceberg discharge consists

of ten classes of icebergs identical to Bigg et al. (1997)

(Table 1), based on present-day observations of icebergs in

the Arctic (Dowdeswell et al. 1992) (Fig. 3).

The iceberg discharge is released regularly every day

over a 5-year period at five release sites near the Hudson

Strait outlet. The experiment was performed five times

(i.e., five ensemble members), each with different initial

conditions that were obtained from a continuation of the

early Holocene experiment and are spaced 10 years apart.

From this point on the iceberg perturbation experiment will

be referred to as IBP.

The iceberg discharge experiments are compared to

freshwater perturbation experiments in which a freshwater

pulse of 1.63 9 1014 m3 is released during 5 years into the

Labrador Sea in an identical early Holocene climate. The

experiment is described in detail in Wiersma et al. (2006)

as EHBLF5, and also consists of five ensemble members.

For convenience, in this study we will refer to this fresh-

water perturbation experiment as FWP.

2.3.3 Scenarios for two-stage lake drainage

and ice-dam collapse

In the second part of this article we use the iceberg model

to simulate two hypothetical scenarios for the circum-

stances leading to the 8.2 ka climate event. In these
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scenarios a two-stage lake outburst is combined with a fast

respectively a slow collapse of the ice-dam (Fig. 2). The

two-stage lake outburst is based on the sequence of events

observed in deep-sea sediment core MD99-2251 (Ellison

et al. 2006) (Fig. 1), indicating two short periods of sur-

face-ocean freshening and cooling separated by about

200 years (Fig. 1b, c). The timing of the first event coin-

cides with the timing of the lake outburst as deduced by

Barber et al. (1999) and with a longer term weakening of

bottom current strength (Ellison et al. 2006), an indicator of

overturning intensity (Fig. 1d). This event has no large-

scale counterpart in the Greenland ice core records (Ellison

et al. 2006). The second period of cooling and freshening is

associated with the 8.2 ka BP cooling as observed in the

Greenland ice cores (Fig. 1a), and coincides with the most

pronounced weakening in bottom current strength (Ellison

et al. 2006).

We prescribe a two-stage drainage of the Laurentide

Lakes as inferred from lake level reconstructions by Teller

et al. (2002), with a first stage drainage of 1.13 9 1014 km3

of freshwater, followed by a smaller outburst of

0.50 9 1014 m3. The two outbursts are separated by a 200-

year gap, corresponding to the gap between the periods of

freshening as observed in Ellison et al. (2006). Starting

from the previously described early Holocene state, we

release the volume of the first outburst into the Labrador

Sea over a 5-year period (equivalent to a constant fresh-

water flux of 0.72 Sv), followed after 200 years by the

freshwater volume of the second outburst over a 5-year

period (equivalent to a constant freshwater flux of 0.32 Sv)

(Table 2).

Coinciding with the second lake drainage, we introduce

an iceberg discharge to account for the ice-dam that

decayed fast around the time of the two-stage lake outburst,

according to reconstructions within 200 years (Dyke 2004;

Fig. 2). We estimated the volume of the ice-dam (Fig. 2)

by multiplying the area between 55�N and 60�N and 90�W

and 80�W (the estimated surface area) with an average

height of the ice-dam of 340 m, amounting to

1.0 9 1014 m3 of freshwater equivalent. This volume is a

conservative estimate given the maximum heights of the

ice-dam in different cross-sections used by Clarke et al.

(2004) that range from 340 m to 735 m. We convert the

ice-dam volume into an iceberg discharge that is composed

of the ten classes of icebergs illustrated in Table 1 and

Fig. 3.

In the first two-stage lake drainage scenario (TS-5) we

simulate an abrupt collapse of the ice-dam during the

second lake drainage by introducing icebergs of the ice-

dam volume over 5 years (Table 2). In the second two-

stage lake drainage scenario (TS-100) we simulate a

gradual decay of the ice-dam allowing for the longer time

ranges given by Dyke (2004) by spreading the discharge

over 100 years. We note that we apply a baseline flow

simultaneously with the iceberg discharge, which already

contains an ice melt runoff component. We consider this

reasonable because the total volume of the iceberg dis-

charge is minor (*3%), compared to the total runoff

estimated in the 600-year period around the 8.2 ka climate

Table 1 Fraction, size and

weight of individual icebergs in

each class

Size class Fraction of population

by mass (%) for Armada

Length

(m)

Width

(m)

Keel depth

(m)

Freeboard

(m)

Mass

(109 kg)

1 15 100 67 67 10 0.475

2 15 200 133 133 20 3.719

3 20 300 200 200 30 12.6

4 15 400 267 267 40 30.0

5 8 500 333 300 45 52.6

6 7 600 400 300 45 75.9

7 5 750 500 300 45 118.5

8 5 900 600 300 45 170.7

9 5 1,200 800 300 45 303.5

10 5 1,500 1,000 300 45 474.2
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Fig. 3 Distribution of icebergs over the different classes, in agree-

ment with observations from Weeks and Mellor (1978) and Dowde-

swell et al. (1992)
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event (Licciardi et al. 1999) that underpins the 0.172 Sv

baseline flow, and therefore the iceberg discharge should

be interpreted as an acceleration in ice sheet decay. The

TS-5 and TS-100 experiments were performed five times

(i.e., five ensemble members). The initial conditions of the

ensemble members were obtained from a continuation of

the early Holocene experiment and are spaced 10 years

apart.

3 Sensitivity experiments

3.1 Meltwater production and distribution in the IBP

experiment

As soon as the icebergs are introduced near the Hudson

Strait outlet they start distributing meltwater. When the

daily release of icebergs stops, meltwater production

gradually decreases for 2 years and continues in slower

rates from that point (Fig. 4a). Peak melting takes place in

summer, resulting from higher ocean temperatures. The

distribution of meltwater by the icebergs (Fig. 4c) shows

that most icebergs travel into the Atlantic Ocean where

they are transported either northward along the Norwegian

coast up to Spitsbergen, or southward within the North

Atlantic subtropical gyre up to the Canary Islands. A

fraction of the icebergs travels north after the release

toward the Canadian Archipelago. There, larger icebergs

cannot pass the shallow sills and first have to melt before

they can enter the Arctic Ocean. As a result of perennial

sea-ice cover and low temperatures in the Arctic Ocean and

Baffin Bay, icebergs floating northward survive up to four

decades. This explains the continuing meltwater production

after most icebergs have melted during the first 7 years

(Fig. 4a). The distribution of meltwater (and associated

latent heat flux) over the different ocean layers (Fig. 4b)

illustrates dominant melting in the upper ocean layer, due

to a combination of wave-erosion being a dominant melt-

ing process and the fact that every iceberg is floating in this

layer during its full life span. Because the upper ocean

layer is also the thinnest layer (10 m), the relative cooling

and freshening caused by the icebergs is even larger in this

layer (84%). The melting icebergs trigger a distinct cooling

(Fig. 4d) of the surface ocean of up to 9�C in the release

area near the Hudson Strait outlet gradually decreasing

away from the release area. Although it is practically

impossible to disentangle the primary cooling effect of the

icebergs from secondary coupled climate interactions, the

similarity of the temperature (Fig. 4d) and meltwater dis-

tribution (Fig. 4c) is striking.

The 7-year period in which the majority of the icebergs

have melted (Fig. 4a) is comparably close to the 5-year

freshwater introduction in the FWP experiment. Wiersma

et al. (2006) showed that such a small difference in fresh-

water release duration does not lead to a different response of

the ocean circulation in ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE in the case

of identical freshwater volumes. To test whether the ‘‘tail’’ of

meltwater production from surviving icebergs in the Arctic

Ocean (Fig. 4a) influences our results, we performed a sen-

sitivity experiment with no iceberg melt after the first

7 years, which revealed no marked difference compared to

an experiment including the ‘‘tail’’ (not shown).

3.2 Ocean response and Greenland temperatures

Both the FWP and IBP experiment show an immediate

decrease in North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation

(Fig. 5a, d) and an increase in total sea-ice area in the

Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 5b, e) in response to the per-

turbations at t = 100. In response to the iceberg perturba-

tion in IBP the average NADW exported southward

decreases by *20% from 11 Sv to 9 Sv after 70 years

(Fig. 5a). The freshwater perturbation in FWP results in a

more moderate response of less than *15% (Fig. 5d).

Although the magnitude of the response is different, the

total duration of significantly weakened overturning is

*210 years in both experiments (Fig. 5a, d). In our model,

oceanic heat transport correlates to NADW export, and also

shows a decrease by *20% in IBP, and by *15% in FWP.

After the iceberg perturbation (IBP), the average sea-ice

area in the Northern Hemisphere rapidly expands by 14%

from 11.5 9 1012 m2 to 13.3 9 1012 m2, before rapidly

retreating to normal values again after 15 years (Fig. 5b).

From this point, average sea-ice area increases again to

12.7 9 1012 m2 followed by a gradual return to pre-per-

turbed values within 160 years after the perturbation. The

Table 2 Volume, release duration and timing of the two-stage lake drainage scenarios and of the iceberg discharge accompanying the second

lake drainage

First lake outburst (t = 300) Second lake outburst (t = 505) Iceberg discharge (t = 505)

TS-5 1.13 9 1014 m3 in 5 years 0.50 9 1014 m3 in 5 years 1.00 9 1014 m3 in 5 years

TS-100 1.13 9 1014 m3 in 5 years 0.50 9 1014 m3 in 5 years 1.00 9 1014 m3 in 100 years

In the background control climate that is perturbed, a baseline flow of 0.172 Sv is applied into the Labrador Sea
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freshwater perturbation on the other hand leads to an initial

increase of 6% from 11.5 9 1012 m2 to 12.2 9 1012 m2 in

average sea-ice area, followed by a drop toward

11.0 9 1012 m2 (Fig. 5e). After this drop below equili-

brium values, average sea-ice cover increases again to

12.3 9 1012 m2 followed by a gradual retreat within

150 years after the freshwater pulse.

All ensemble members show a similar evolution in

NADW production and sea-ice area in the Northern

Hemisphere, which suggests that the perturbation by the

icebergs and the freshwater that we apply does not bring

the system into an intermediately stable state. As such, both

perturbations lead to a generally predictable response of

North Atlantic Ocean circulation.

At Greenland summit, simulated average temperatures

abruptly drop by *3�C in the IBP experiment (Fig. 5c)

and *2�C in the FWP experiment (Fig. 5f), followed by a

fast return to pre-perturbed values, or even past pre-per-

turbed values in the FWP scenario. These decadal-scale

temperature variations inversely resemble the variations in

sea-ice area. In IBP, Greenland Summit ensemble average

temperatures then drop sharply again by 2.5�C, recovering

gradually in around 180 years after the perturbation

(Fig. 5c). In FWP, this secondary cooling, with an

ensemble average anomaly of up to 1.9�C lasts at least

80 years and possibly up to 190 years (Fig. 5f).

3.3 Spatial response

The perturbations by both the iceberg armada and the

freshwater pulse lead to decreased deep-ocean convection,

cooler sea surface temperatures (SST) in the North Atlantic

Ocean and increased sea-ice cover. The major expansion of

sea-ice area during the first 10 years of both perturbations

(Fig. 5b, e) reflects a southward shift of the sea-ice edge,

mainly in the Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea (Fig. 6). The

larger sea-ice area in the IBP experiment is almost exclu-

sively caused by a sea-ice tongue in the Labrador Sea

(Fig. 6) following the contours of the main iceberg melt-

water distribution and cooling (Fig. 4c, d).

In the perturbed state, between 125 and 200 model

years, the IBP experiment shows a more pronounced
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cooling (Fig. 7a), convection depth decreases (Fig. 7b) and

sea ice expansion (Fig. 7a, b) relative to the perturbation by

a freshwater pulse. Especially convection in the Irminger

Sea (up to 2.5�C colder), and the Hudson Strait outlet

(1–1.5�C colder) are more affected in the IBP experiment,

but also the main convection site north of Scandinavia

shows an increased sea-ice cover, accompanied by a

southward shift of the convection site.

3.4 Discussion of sensitivity experiments

The initial peaks in sea-ice covers and drop in Greenland

summit temperatures (Fig. 5) take place during the iceberg

discharge (IBP) and the freshwater release (FWP). In both

experiments, the short-lived sea-ice retreat that follows is

associated with a warming, resulting from a shift in con-

vection activity from northwest of Norway to northeast of

Iceland. This is also accompanied by a short warm inter-

ruption at Greenland Summit. A similar fluctuation is

observed in SSS en SST near the Denmark Strait in modeling

experiments by Manabe and Stouffer (1995), also occurring

after a short massive infusion of freshwater. We attribute the

short shift in convection zone to regional water column

instability resulting from the fast increase in surface water

density as the freshwater release stops. The lack of such a

flickering response in the Greenland ice core isotope profiles

could indicate that such a short-lived convection-episode

northeast of Iceland did not happen in reality.

The IBP experiments show a stronger reduction in

NADW production, increased sea-ice cover and lower
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Fig. 5 Climatic response to the iceberg (IBP, left panel) and the

freshwater (FWP; right panel) discharges, which start at t = 100. a, d
North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) exported southward in the

Atlantic at 20�S. b, e Sea-ice area in the Northern Hemisphere. c, f
Greenland summit annual temperatures where both GRIP and GISP2

ice cores are located. Black lines represent the ensemble mean of five

ensemble members (dark gray). The gray shading marks the period

between t = 125 and t = 200 used for the anomalies plotted in Fig. 7.

As an indicator of the event duration, black barcodes indicate where

the 21-year average of the five ensemble members is larger (b, e),

respectively smaller (a, c, d, f), than the control climate between

t = 0 and t = 100 with 95% confidence using a two-tailed t test. The

separate ensemble members are lined up with the start of the

perturbation as a tie-point. As a result, the control climate shows a

repetition pattern that is caused by the fact that each ensemble

member is started from a 10-year continuation of the control climate

(Also in Figs. 8, 9)
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Greenland Summit temperatures (Fig. 5) compared to the

FWP experiments. As the freshwater volumes of the IBP

and FWP experiment are identical, we infer that the addi-

tional cooling triggered by the melting icebergs (Fig. 4d) is

largely responsible for the increased sea-ice cover in the

Northern Hemisphere and associated NADW export

reduction (Fig. 5). The spatio-temporal redistribution of the

freshwater by icebergs could also play a role, but the

response of a sensitivity experiment with non-cooling

icebergs resembled that of the FWP experiment (not

shown).

The icebergs distribute meltwater over the North

Atlantic Ocean, mainly between 40�N and 70�N (Fig. 4c).

In this area, the latent heat associated with melting causes a

cooling of the surface water of more than 1�C (Fig. 4d).

Both the freshwater flux and the latent melting heat faci-

litate sea-ice formation (Jongma et al. 2009). Sea-ice

inhibits deep-water formation through reducing oceanic

heat loss to the atmosphere and by reducing sea surface

salinity when melting (Wiersma et al. 2006; Bitz et al.

2007) especially in the Irminger Sea and Labrador Sea

(Fig. 7a, b). Subsequently, reduced deep-ocean convection

and associated reduced northward heat transport maintain

the expanded sea-ice cover. Through this positive feedback

loop, and because reduced deep-ocean convection slows

down the removal of the salinity anomaly (Wiersma et al.

2006), the strongly increased sea-ice cover and reduced

deep-ocean convection in the IBP experiment are main-

tained for up to 100 years after the perturbation (Fig. 7).

The cooling caused by the iceberg’s latent heat of melting

will increase the surface water density, which might be

expected to enhance deep convection. In contrast, these

results reveal that the deep convection is more affected by

the positive feedback of increased sea-ice cover, so that the

icebergs melting heat effectively inhibits deep convection.

These findings shed a new light on the 8.2 ka climate

event. The catastrophic lake outbursts must have coincided

with large iceberg releases if they were accompanied by

(partial) collapse of the ice-dam. The discharged icebergs

produce a larger weakening in NADW production than a

freshwater pulse with the same volume, which is largely

due to extra sea-ice facilitation by the latent heat associated

with melting icebergs. The effects of sea-ice facilitation

and reduced ocean convection are mainly visible in the

Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea (Fig. 7). The pronounced

cooling in these areas in the IBP experiment also leads to a

stronger cooling over central Greenland (Fig. 5c).

We have shown that the cooling caused by melting

icebergs can have a significant effect on the ocean circu-

lation response to large perturbations. This could have
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important implications for the simulation of climate events

involving large armada’s of icebergs, such as Heinrich

events.

4 Two-stage lake outburst and ice-dam collapse

experiments

4.1 Results

To allow for a data-model comparison between the

reconstructed atmospheric and ocean properties (Fig. 1)

and the results of the two-stage lake drainage scenarios, we

plotted the simulated oceanic response at the coring site of

MD99-2251 and the simulated atmospheric response on the

Greenland Summit (Fig. 8). The reconstruction of bottom

current strength in MD99-2251 is suggested to reflect

changes in large scale overturning intensity (Ellison et al.

2006), and therefore we compare this record to the simu-

lated NADW export. Please keep in mind the difference in

time scale and resolution between Figs. 1 and 8. Unless

indicated otherwise, the anomalies described here are based

on the 21-year running average of the ensemble mean and

the duration is estimated from the ‘‘barcodes’’ that indicate

the significant anomalies.

The first 500 years of the two-stage lake drainage sce-

narios (TS-5 and TS-100) are identical. In every ensemble

member, sea surface salinity (SSS) at MD99-2251 instantly

drops by *2 psu in the individual ensemble members

during the first freshwater release (Fig. 8a, b iv) and
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Fig. 8 Simulated surface temperature at the Greenland Summit,

surface ocean properties at the location of core MD99-2251 (locations

in Fig. 2), and NADW export for two potential drainage scenarios TS-

5 (a) and TS-100 (b). The five ensemble members are indicated in

gray, with the 21-year running average in black. (i) Freshwater flux

(Sv) from freshwater pulses (black) and icebergs (gray) applied in the

model. (ii) Simulated surface temperatures from the grid-cell covering

the GISP2 and GRIP ice-core location. (iii) Simulated summer SST

from the grid-cell covering deep-ocean sediment core MD99-2251.

(iv) Simulated annual SSS from the grid-cell covering MD99-2251.

(v) Simulated NADW exported southward in the Atlantic at 20�S. As

an indicator of the event duration, black barcodes indicate where the

21-year average of the five ensemble members is smaller than the

control climate between t = 200 and t = 300 with 95% confidence

using a two-tailed t test
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several decades later summer SSTs show a 100-year

cooling of *0.6�C (Fig. 8 a, b iii). The first freshwater

pulse causes an at least *200-year reduction in NADW

formation of up to *10% (Fig. 8a, b v), accompanied by

two *50-year cooling periods of up to 0.8�C over

Greenland Summit (Fig. 8a, b ii).

In scenario TS-5 (Table 2), releasing the complete ice-

dam volume in icebergs over 5 years together with the

second freshwater pulse (Fig. 8a i), results in a short-lived

3.5 psu reduction of ocean surface salinity in the individual

ensemble members (Fig. 8a iv). Summer SSTs show an

initial drop of 4�C in the individual ensemble members

(*1�C for the 21-year average) coinciding with the

freshwater peak at the core location, which is followed by a

190-year cooling period of up to 1�C lower SSTs (Fig. 8a

iii). NADW export at 20�S decreases abruptly by 15%,

recovering gradually in 300 years (Fig. 8a v). Tempera-

tures over central Greenland are significantly lowered by

up to 1.6�C during this same period, briefly interrupted by a

relatively warm spike (Fig. 8a ii), that shows similarities to

the Icelandic-convection related peak in the sensitivity

experiments.

In scenario TS-100 (Table 2) the second freshwater

pulse coincides with the start of the 100-years iceberg

discharge (Fig. 8b i). SSS decreases by 0.3 psu during the

iceberg discharge period of 100 years (Fig. 8b iv), fol-

lowed by a 240-year period of recovery. The perturbation

leads to a fast reduction in NADW formation of up to 23%,

gradually recovering back to pre-perturbed values in about

500 years (Fig. 3b v). Dropping by 1.5�C, SSTs at the core

location more or less resemble the NADW trend. Central

Greenland temperature responds by a 380-year cooling of

up to 2�C (Fig. 8b ii).

To investigate the response on remote locations we

plotted the temperature response at the location of

Ammersee in Germany (von Grafenstein et al. 1998, 1999)

and over deep-ocean sediment core MD95-2011 in the

Norwegian Sea (Risebrobakken et al. 2003) (Fig. 9). In

these studies, a cooling preceding the ‘‘sharp’’ event is

recognized which has been attributed to fluctuations in

solar output (Rohling and Pälike 2005). During the ‘‘sharp’’

8.2 ka climate event, mean annual cooling of respectively

*1.7 and *2.0�C are inferred from proxy data (von

Grafenstein et al. 1999; Risebrobakken et al. 2003).

In response to the first freshwater perturbation at

t = 300, mean annual SSTs in the Norwegian Sea inter-

ruptedly drops by up to 0.3�C during a *140-year period

(Fig. 9a, b). Over the Ammersee, this period is character-

ized by a 20-year cooling of up to 0.3�C. The 5-year per-

turbation in TS-5 (Table 2) by the second lake drainage

and iceberg discharge at t = 505 leads to a 210-year

cooling of up to 0.7�C over MD95-2011. Over the

Ammersee, two cooling periods are simulated within a

100-year period of up to 0.6�C. In TS-100 (Table 2), the
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Fig. 9 Five ensemble member (background lines) and the 21-year

running average of the ensemble mean (black line) of simulated

annual SSTs over coring site MD95-2011 in the Norwegian Sea and

annual surface temperatures over the Ammersee in Germany (loca-

tions in Fig. 2) for two potential drainage scenarios TS-5 (a) and TS-

100 (b) (Table 2) The first 500 years are identical. As an indicator of

the event duration, black barcodes indicate where the 21-year average

of the five ensemble members is smaller than the control climate

between t = 200 and t = 300 with 95% confidence using a two-tailed

t test
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perturbation by the second lake drainage and 100-year

iceberg discharge leads to a 350 year cooling of up to

0.9�C over MD95-2011. Over the Ammersee, a 250-year

cooling is simulated of up to 0.7�C.

4.2 Discussion of two-stage lake drainage and ice-dam

collapse scenarios

The simulated two-stage lake outburst scenario combined

with two alternative iceberg discharge scenarios repre-

senting the ice-dam collapse is largely consistent with the

anomalies observed in the deep-sea core MD99-2251

(Ellison et al. 2006) (Fig. 1): Two distinct cooling events

are simulated at the MD99-2251 core location accompa-

nied by two periods of reduced salinity, and overturning

decreases in two steps following the lake drainages and ice

discharge (Fig. 8a, b). In TS-5 the secondary decrease in

NADW export is more abrupt, caused by the rapid sea-ice

cover expansion that such an iceberg armada triggers

(Fig. 5b), while in scenario TS-100, NADW export grad-

ually decreases during the 100 years of iceberg discharge.

The accelerated reduction in NADW formation in both

scenarios after the second perturbation may well be pro-

moted by preconditioning of the surface waters by the first

perturbation. In TS-100, the steady addition of icebergs

triggers an increased sea-ice cover, fresher surface ocean

and a gradually weakening overturning circulation. This

eventually leads to a stronger climate event than TS-5.

Although both scenarios show a NADW response which is

in general agreement with the bottom-current strength

behavior observed by Ellison et al. (2006), both experi-

ments are lacking the striking overshoot following the

weakening in the bottom current strength. This inconsis-

tency may be attributed to the incompatibility between

bottom current strength proxy reflecting local bottom cur-

rent strength and the NADW export parameter from the

climate model representing a more universal characteristic.

The simulated cooling following the first lake outburst is

widespread. Over Greenland Summit, the cooling is small

(0.8�C) when compared with the simulated inter-annual

variability at the site, but should be detected in the different

Greenland ice core isotope profiles (Dye3, GISP2, GRIP

and NorthGRIP). However, no marked cooling is present

coinciding with the suggested timing of the lake outburst

around 8,470 ka BP (Thomas et al. 2007; Rasmussen et al.

2007). Nevertheless, several other records do show evi-

dence of changes in this period. For instance, a significant

increase in dust influx that is interpreted in terms of

expansion and intensification of the polar vortex is recor-

ded in the GISP2 ice core around 400 and 200 years before

the start of the 8.2 ka climate event (O’Brien et al. 1995;

Mayewski et al. 1997). In addition, Rohling and Pälike

(2005) report more evidence for a significant climate

change preceding the ‘‘sharp’’ 8.2 ka climate event, such as

a decrease in Norwegian Sea summer SST reconstructions

in ocean sediment-core MD95-2011 (Risebrobakken et al.

2003), a cooling in Germany (von Grafenstein et al. 1999)

and increased aridity in Cariaco Basin (Haug et al. 2001).

Simulated temperatures over the Norwegian Sea and the

Ammersee do indeed significantly drop following the first

lake outburst (Fig. 9).

The second lake outburst combined with the iceberg

discharges causes a distinct modeled cooling in Greenland

of 1.6�C (TS-5) and 2�C (TS-100) (21-year average of the

ensemble mean). In separate ensemble members the lowest

decadal average Greenland temperatures in TS-5 and TS-

100 is 2.2 and 3.2�C respectively. The magnitude of the

TS-100 anomalies is consistent with the reconstructed

cooling of *3.3 ± 1.1�C (decadal average) during the

8.2 ka climate event in the GISP2 ice core (Kobashi et al.

2007). However, the simulated duration of over 300 years

is twice the estimated duration of the 8.2 ka climate event

from data. On the other hand, TS-5 shows a duration of

anomalies close to observed duration of the 8.2 ka climate

event, but might underestimate the magnitude of the event

in Greenland, Germany and the Norwegian Sea. The

notable absence of a short-lived warm peak in TS-100

might indicate that the slow 100-year iceberg release

triggers a more realistic response with regard to convection

northeast of Iceland.

In this study we only investigated the impact of a two-

stage lake drainage for which evidence is accumulating

(e.g., Ellison et al. 2006; Teller et al. 2002; Hillaire-Marcel

et al. 2007), combined with ice-dam collapse scenarios.

Other modeling studies have pointed to the stochastic

nature of the 8.2 ka climate event (Renssen et al. 2002;

LeGrande et al. 2006), and these studies have shown that a

multiple-stage climate event could also be simulated with a

single freshwater pulse. In addition, it has been suggested

that single climate forcing (such as a freshwater forcing)

could result in climate oscillations occurring on centennial-

to millennial time scales (Schulz and Paul 2002; Goosse

et al. 2004), or climate oscillations can occur as a function

of a minor forcing (Jongma et al. 2007). These studies

illustrate that two-stage lake drainage is not required to

obtain a two-stage climate event. However, in our model,

the different ensemble members exhibit a similar large-

scale climate response to a forcing, and neither an impor-

tant stochastic response is observed, nor a multiple stage

event to a single forcing (Wiersma et al. 2006).

Summarizing, our simulations suggest that the first lake

outburst could explain the oceanic events recorded in

MD99-2251 (Ellison et al. 2006). Although it remains

ambiguous that the simulated cooling associated with the

first lake outburst is not recorded in the Greenland ice core

profiles, the two-stage lake drainage could provide a
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solution for the apparent offset in timing between the dated

lake outburst and the 8.2 ka climate event in ice cores,

provided that the dated red clay-layer in the Hudson Strait

was deposited by the first and largest lake drainage (Barber

et al. 1999). Accordingly, the simulated first stage lake

drainage preceding the ‘‘sharp’’ 8.2 ka climate event might

explain the anomalies starting around 8,500 year BP that

Rohling and Pälike (2005) report from many records and

attribute to fluctuations in solar output, such as Ammersee

and MD95-2011. In our idealized simulations discussed in

‘‘Sect. 4.1’’, the cause for the most pronounced event in

Greenland is the collapse of the ice-dam in combination

with a small lake outburst, and not a single lake outburst as

simulated in other studies (Renssen et al. 2001, 2002;

Bauer et al. 2004; Legrande et al. 2006; Wiersma et al.

2006).

The ice-dam has never before been taken into account in

hosing experiments for the 8.2 ka climate event, but it may

have disappeared in about a 100 years around the event

(Dyke 2004). In our experiments, combining a small lake

outburst with a 5-year iceberg discharge leads to anomalies

with a duration consistent with data, albeit with possibly

underestimated amplitudes. A 100-year iceberg discharge

leads to more pronounced anomalies, but with too long a

duration. In comparison with a freshwater discharge, we

have shown that in our model iceberg discharges are more

effective in cooling the Greenland Summit (Fig. 5c, f).

These results imply that if the ice-dam did indeed dis-

integrate within a period of 200 years as suggested by

reconstructions by Dyke (2004), and was associated with

iceberg surges, it probably led to a pronounced cold event

in Greenland and the North Atlantic area. Therefore, we

tentatively conclude that the single catastrophic lake out-

burst hypothesis should be revised.

5 Conclusions

We investigated the response of the early Holocene ocean

circulation to a perturbation by an iceberg armada released

near the Hudson Strait outlet in the ECBilt-CLIO coupled

climate model equipped with an interactive iceberg mod-

ule, and conclude the following:

1. A perturbation by an iceberg discharge leads to more

expanded sea-ice cover in the North Atlantic Ocean, a

stronger weakening in NADW production, and stron-

ger cooling over Greenland Summit compared to a

freshwater perturbation with the same (freshwater)

volume.

2. Sea-ice facilitation caused by lower SST resulting

from latent heat of melting leads to increased sea-ice

cover in the iceberg discharge experiments. The

increased sea-ice cover is responsible for inhibiting

convection by reducing oceanic heat loss to the

atmosphere and by freshening surface waters when

melting. Conversely, the inhibited convection main-

tains the increased sea-ice cover.

Subsequently, we performed simulations of two-stage

lake drainage scenarios for the 8.2 ka climate event in

which we accompany the second lake drainage with an

iceberg discharge corresponding to the size of the ice-dam

that disappeared around the 8.2 ka climate event.

3. A two-stage lake drainage scenario combined with an

iceberg discharge representing the collapse of the ice-

dam could account for the events recorded in deep-

ocean sediment-core MD99-2251 (Ellison et al. 2006)

around the 8.2 ka climate event. In addition, it could

provide a solution for the apparent offset in timing

between the dated lake outburst at 8,470 years BP

(Barber et al. 1999) and the start of the event in

Greenland at 8,247 years BP (Thomas et al. 2007), and

the climate anomalies preceding the 8.2 ka climate

event as reported by Rohling and Pälike (2005).

However, we note that our scenarios fail to simulate

several characteristics in proxy records, such as the

lack of a temperature change during the first lake

drainage over central Greenland and an overshoot in

North Atlantic overturning circulation following the

event.

4. Our simulations show that the abrupt 8.2 ka climate

event recorded in Greenland could be caused by an

iceberg discharge associated with the collapse of the

ice-dam in combination with a lake discharge. Accord-

ingly, if the ice-dam did disappear in about a 100 years

around the 8.2 ka climate event, it probably led to a

pronounced cold event in Greenland and the North

Atlantic area.

These results illustrate the importance of latent heat of

melting in the simulation of climate events that involve

icebergs. Therefore, we recommend that hosing experi-

ments aiming to simulate Heinrich events should take into

account the latent heat of melting icebergs.
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